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1. Introduction & Motivation

The aim of the work is obtaining Love wave group velocity maps 
in region of the Czech Republic. Data consist of crosscorrelation 
traveltimes of surface waves obtained from ambient seismic 
noise and filtered for specific period ranges. The traveltimes are 
inverted using conjugate gradient of misfit function which is 
calculated using adjoint method.  Assuming that mebrane wave 
approximation may be applied to the forward problem enables 
us to perform all calculations in 2D domain. The computations 
are performed using adjoint version of SeisSol code (ADER-DG 
method). The code has so far been successfully used only on 
synthetic examples.

The inversion results for largest-period data (20 and 16s) are 
striking. When comparing the new models, that are expected to 
be similar (16 and 20s surface waves are sensitive to similar 
depths), we found significant differences (see Fig1). Therefore, 
several synthetic tests, which were using differences between 
the two datasets as errors to synthetic data, were carried out in 
order to explain this behaviour and to better understand the 
difficulties of the adjoint gradient method when applied to real 
data.

2. Synthetic inversion of noisy data for simple model

4. Sources – stations configuration

Since the data of 16s and 20s traveltimes are related to different source-
station pairs, we tested, how this affects the results of inversion. We used 
sources-stations configuration of 20s data and then we chose a fraction of 
them. The data errors for this test were generated randomly using 
distribution of errors from real data (as used previously). 
The results in Fig6 are quite surprising. As was expected, neither of the 
results even slightly resembles the target model. However, more attention 
should be given to the fact, that the more data is used in the inversion, the 
noisier the new model is and contains more emphasized small scale 
structures.

Fig6: Models obtained from inversion of 20s noisy data of all source-station 
pairs (left) and of selection from them (right).

We created simple model containing very 
smooth centered heterogeneity. In the 
inversion we first used exact synthetic 
traveltimes calculated for this model. The 
starting model was homogenous.

Fig2: Top: Target model and configuration of 
receivers (triangles) and sources (circles).
Bottom: Inverted model using exact data.

Fig1: Inversion results for 20s (top) 
and 16s(bottom) Love wave 
traveltimes. Notice that the color 
scales differ.

Using differences between real 16s and 20s traveltimes for common 
source-station pairs, we applied traveltime shifts to synthetic data. The 
inversion started from homogenous model. Obtained model gives us 
information about effects of errors in data.
As we see in Fig4 (in comparison with Fig2), the model obtained from 
data containing errors exhibits considerable small scale features. So the 
differences in models in Fig1 are caused mainly by differences between 
16s and 20s data.

Fig3: Differences between      Fig4: Result of synthetic
16 and 20s traveltimes of group     inversion using data with errors
Love waves (synthetic errors). similar to real.

3. Gradient preconditioning

After calculating misfit gradient using adjoint method, the gradient was convolved 
with Gaussian function of given length. This method causes smaller-scale features 
of misfit gradient to blur and results in smoothing the gradient as space function. 
Therefore the obtained models incline to be smoother than in the previous 
inversions. The wavelenght of smoothing Gaussian starts at 100km (characteristic 
wavelength of target model heterogeneity) and is gradually decreasing to values 
80km and 50km(wavelengths of waves used).
Although one may believe that this method will help in our problem, as the inversion 
should result in smooth models. However, as can be seen in Fig5, the target model 
was not successfully reconstructed not only for smaller wavelengths but also using 
ideal wavelength to precondition the gradient.

Fig5: Models inverted from noisy synthetic data using smoothed gradients of 
wavelengths 100km(left), 80km (middle) and 50km(right).

5. Discussion

Fig7 shows, that the best 
model fit is reached after 
the first iteration for all 
cases of noisy data 
inversion. Other 
improvements in misfit
result only in increasing
the complexity of model Fig7: Norm of differences
which is based on data between model of current 
errors. iteration and target model.

  
So far, we are not able to find method to remove the errors in 
data on resulting models. There is a chance, that too much 
information is lost when inverting only traveltimes and data 
errors have devastating effect on the inversion.
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